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As a pediatrician for over 25 years, Dr. Find out more about the need for scheduling means and snacks.
Learn more about making quality food choices. In her book, The Step Up Diet plan, Dr. Katalenas pens the
dietary advice she has effectively been giving her patients for years. Focus on portion control. Find out
more about choosing the right about of food to eat. Through the use of more natural and less-processed
food, they will begin to visit a change in their lifestyle. To fight the epidemic, she made the INTENSIFY
model, an easy three-step plan to help transform the complete family’s eating habits. Quantity: Quality can
be being compromised by volume – both the level of food and the quantity of food choices. In order to
make the The INTENSIFY Diet easier for households to adopt, Dr. Learn to use smaller sized plates and
prevent going back for secs. Katalenas breaks it down through QQT: Quality: Households should concentrate
on the quality of the meals they consume. Timing: Eat only 4 times a day every 3-4 hours. As well as the
detailed meal plans, she provides wholesome quality recipes that are influenced by her
Spanish/Mediterranean background. Katalenas has noticed firsthand the rise of obesity among her patients.
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Excellent Resource for Parents! Dr. K contains case histories that are easy to relate with real-life
experience. She is kind and mild, and she always takes time to answer our questions and also brainstorm
with us when we are not sure how to proceed with an concern with our kids. When I discovered she
wrote a book about healthful eating habits, I downloaded it to my Kindle Cloud Reader instantly.Dr. K's
publication is a great resource for parents. It is chock full of relevant facts, dishes, and ideas for
enhancing your family's life style. Dr. K has been us pediatrician for several years, and we absolutely adore
her. Her tone is effective and interesting.She also doesn't expect one to give up treats for good and live a
completely dessert-free life. This publication gives very simple, easy to follow guidelines for healthy eating.
But remarkably, Dr. Love it! Five Stars This is compiled by my daughter's pediatrician. I agree with the
majority of what she says Great for the complete family! I can not say enough positive reasons for having
this book.. That is guilt free, Great eating and I actually lost several pounds in just two weeks! I'm so
pleased to see her stance from this in print. The secret is to create it an occasional treat. Eye starting -
you'll definitely rethink the way you eat Dr. I highly recommend this publication! Katalenas does a great job
explaining why what's considered "regular" eating in the us is usually a recipe for poor health. Juice is
prevalent inside our culture, with parents giving juice to infants. Many new moms think they've got it all
figured out, that if they follow the parenting periodicals, they're carrying it out right. Definitely longing for

a sequel!. Her quality recipes are quick and easy, and many of them can last several days. She suggests
making those treats yourself, ensuring good quality, and also provides recipes. Personally i think I am eating
better than ever AND I lost several pounds!As a fitness professional, I love how she suggests changing one
food at a time. It makes it totally do-able without having to be overwhelming. She's also extremely aware
of how busy parents are these days. That's just not reasonable, and she recognizes that.And one of my
favorite parts of the publication is where she discusses not using food as an incentive. Amen! This is all too
common in our culture, with school being among the worst propagators of the (ie., the course that earns
the most donations for the Leukemia Culture wins a pizza party! The knowledge given by Dr. It really is
not really a 'diet' in the feeling of deprivation or lots of restrictions but rather a guideline to putting
thought, a little bit a time and quality in to the food choices you feed your family. Fantastic for new
mothers - fantastic for all families! Easy-to-follow, self-explanatory advice, loving this book! As a new
mother, this reserve has been an excellent guide for teaching me personally the correct diet plan for my
child and I. Most parents don't understand that the morning glass of orange juice is the equivalent of
drinking a soda. That's not the case! Since I began reading this reserve, I've learned so a lot of things that
seem actually apparent, but that I hardly ever would have thought of. Not forgetting it's written by a
Pediatrician, which certainly provides me with a sense of comfort and ease and trust.Another thing I love
may be the basic, doable advice. Something I've always hated about "diet plan books" is that to be able to
follow the diet, readers are expected to totally change their lifestyles. It's clear that she really
understands how busy motherhood can be and she's laid this book out in a way that you don't need to drop
your eating habits, simply revise them a bit... Who has period for that?never preachy.! After all, c'mon. Oh -
and do I mention the DELICIOUS healthful recipes? AND purchasing lists? K's book seems to suggest the
contrary.I look forward to having my children help me try out some of the quality recipes in the
publication, and we already have planned a playdate with other families to test recipes together.I highly
recommend this publication to anyone and everyone!). K is stuff that we all subconsciously know but fail to
remember because of the business of existence. She lets us know that it's just sugar, genuine and simple.
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